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STUDY OF THE MOTION OF ALKYL CHAINS IN PLASTICIZERS 
BY THE IMPULSE METHOD OF NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE* 
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i 
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I~ a study of the motion in polyaerylates of side groups of the - -C00- -  (CH2)~-- 
CH~ type, where n~ 1, 2 or 3, two low temperature gions of nuclear spin-lattice 
relaxation were found, one of which corresponds to hindered rotation of the CH3 
TABLE 1. STRUCTCl~E OF THE MATERI.~LS STUDIED 
• Plasticizer Code General formula n* 
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N0~ CO0--(CH~).--CH3 
* n is the number ofCH 2 groups in the alkyl part of the molecule. 
* Vysokomol. soyed. A l l :  No. 11, 2382-2387, 1969. 
